My Digital Clock
Activity

1. Print and cut around your digital clock face.

2. Laminate the clock if you can.

3. Use a white board marker to write different clock times.

4. Begin by teaching your child how to write ‘o’clock’ times, moving to ‘half past’, ‘quarter past’ and ‘five minutes past’ intervals.

5. Discuss and explain digital time concepts such as writing the hour first, followed by the number of minutes past the hour.

6. When writing ‘5 minutes past’ the hour, highlight the importance of writing ‘5 past’ as ‘05’, e.g. 4:05.

7. Remember to take the time needed to ensure your child fully understands each step of digital time before moving to the next step. Only introduce new times when your child is ready and overlearning is key to ensure your child fully understands and grasps the concept of digital time.